Finding a Path
• Often seems obvious and natural in real life e.g., Get from point A to B go around lake
• For computer controlled player, may be difficult e.g., Going from A to B goes through enemy base!
• Want to pick "best" path • Need to do it in real-time http://www.rocket5studios.com/tutorials/make-a-2d-game-with-unity3d-using-only-free-tools-beginning-enemy-ai-with-a-pathfinding/ http://www.codeofhonor.com/blog/the-starcraft-path-finding-hack Finding a Path • Path -a list of cells, points or nodes that agent must traverse to get to from start to goal -Some paths are better than others measure of quality • A* is commonly used heuristic search -Complete algorithm in that if there is path, will find -Using "distance" as heuristic measure, then guaranteed optimal http://www.cognaxon.com/index.php?page=educational A* Pathfinding Search
• Covered in detail in IMGD 3000 http://web.cs.wpi.edu/~imgd4000/d16/slides/imgd3000-astar.pdf
• Basic A* is a minimal requirement for solo project -You may use any reference code as a guide, but not copy and paste (cf. academic honesty policies)
• An advanced pathfinding feature will be optional, but required for an A Path Finding in Finely Grained Graph
• Use A* or Dijkstra depending on whether looking for specific or multiple general targets e.g., Find exit? A* typically faster than Dijkstra's since latter is exhaustive e.g., Find one of many rocket launchers? A* would need to be rerun for each, then chose minimum. • Navigation Graphs (done)
• Navigation Mesh (done)
• Pathfinding Tuning (done)
• Pathfinding in UE4 (next)
Navigation in UE4
• Has NavMesh -Auto generated initially -Tweaked by hand
• NavLinkProxy to allow "jumping"
• Auto re-generates when static objects move 
